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traces of character or other identifying marks.

visitor enters Juan Munoz ' s installation . Does "Called Abroad" mean that this place is

uncannily present when glimpsed out of the co

oxymoronic-for

outside licensed channels. Ventriloquists' dumm
his early repertoire . Archetypal surrogates in th

among his earliest sculptures. Appended to architectural elements within the exhibition
space, they set up a strange dislocation, an unease, through their diminutive scale. At

one spot or condemned to eternal motion in one

when Munoz in subsequent works transformed the exhibition site by overlaying a tiled

journey without destination .

found in Baroque palaces and those depicted in Renaissance paintings . The optical

suspension of disbelief is solicited and prohibite

normally , it is also impossible to identify the context in which the inhabitants operate;
mostly, they simply wait.

imaginaries . Contemporary viewers generally d

whose doorways and windows have been adapted from buildings in the Chelsea

imaginative transfiguration, of the kind that res
any imaginary terrain . At the same time the ma
fetish or idol becomes qualified: tarnished or di

rated or modified by additional secondary architectural features , these oddly proportioned enclosures provide charged contexts for a cast of anonymous characters-young

without forfeiting a certain self-reflexivity. Wh

spaces leading off the street have been transformed into havens for sculpture . Elabo-

existing walls, fissures open to reveal the inner structure. And the irregular , residual

favoring instead a divided consciousness , one

transform or transport the viewer to other realm

en scene, is problematic . The illusion of a street, the dimensions and positioning of
neighborhood, is constantly disrupted by breaks . For, where the street intersects pre-

previous work. Art and its cognates in other or

Labeling Munoz ' s intervention at Dia sculptural installation or theater, stage set or mise

metanarrative is, however, clearer in that it is o

narrative , without supplying the terms in which
fictional appurtenances are in place, but the illu

impossible to regard these floors as either illusion or fiction , since they function quite

Munoz's installation at Dia offers the framewor

as it offered the artist a novel terrain in which to situate his figures . Not only is it

disturbance they generate served a dual effect: it disoriented the viewer at the same time

stoically propped in makeshift carriages constru
to this lexicon. They, by contrast, are condemne

surface onto the original floor of the room . Typically, these new floors were comprised
of boldly contrasting tiles whose geometric patterns were reminiscent of both those

'

divested of the possibility of independent move

tension between literal site and referential place, between fact and fiction, increased

identity of their own, they had a kinship with y

earlier times often held privileged positions , for

considerably over the past decade. Small iron balconies and miniature staircases were

the same time, they threatened to invert the situation by turning inside outside. This

Munoz's first sculptural figures included a num

eighties. The means by which he actualizes such a situation, however, have changed

or deracinated, has been a constant in Munoz's oeuvre since its beginnings in the mid-

exchange . They never solicit an engagement wi

in that these figures are always self-absorbed w

a prerequisite for optimal impact. This physical

distant, separate from one's familiar, habitual place of residence.
The invoking and evoking of a placeless place , of a site or locale in some way removed

askance . Given that under closer scrutiny the ill

generalized somewhere else, it can at the least be identified as a place not here but

"abroad" is always somewhere else . And , while admittedly a vague,

Limned with an abbreviated naturalism , these f

precise or more prosaic "official" name? Whether or not this is the case, the title seems

known colloquially or familiarly as "Abroad " when, in fact, there is another, more

men with depersonalized features, features that

Stenciled on the wall outside the gallery this title sows seeds of doubt even before the

A Place Called Abroad
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